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Prism Engineering is BC’s leader in helping organizations save energy. 
Our team of specialists achieves our vision by working collaboratively with our clients to improve facility performance 

through:  

 technical innovation and building system upgrades 

 effecting operational and cultural change  

 monitoring results for continuous improvement.  
 

The result is energy efficient, and modernized facilities, reduced environmental impact, and lower costs.  

 

Learn more at www.prismengineering.com.    We are passionate about what we do.  
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Summary 

Prism Engineering Limited (Prism) was engaged to conduct an opportunity assessment of one post-

secondary institution to identify a list of feasible behavioural energy conservation opportunities for BC 

organizations, beyond the typical office setting. The project team (BC Hydro, FortisBC and Prism) 

identified the UBC Vancouver campus as the most appropriate campus to evaluate potential 

opportunities.  

 

Interviews were conducted in the following building types: Library, Gym & Athletics, Student Recreation 

Centre (Includes retail), Ice rink, Stadium, Aquatic Centre, Computer Science, Wood Workshop, 

Museum, Dentistry, Student Residences, Operations building, Performance Theatre and Food Services.  

 

Results from the study demonstrate that there are unique behaviour change opportunities to target in 

Post-Secondary environments. Note that natural gas and electrical energy are measured in different 

units. Throughout the report, the units have been converted to equivalent gigajoules (eGJ) or equivalent 

kilowatt hours (ekWh) to be able to compare the two. The study found: 

 93 energy saving behaviours in 14 building types were suggested  

o 70 were electrical (652 eGJ) and 23 included natural gas (446 eGJ);  

 The estimated energy savings resulting from these 93 behaviours are more than 310,360 ekWh 

(1,117 eGJ);  

 For electricity, the estimated 180,980 kWh of behavioural savings would equate to 

approximately 1% of total electrical building energy usage in the case study buildings. 

 

This report outlines the context and study methodology, followed the results, including several lists of 

unique behaviour opportunities.  The report concludes with a set of recommendations and next steps.  

The complete list of opportunities identified in the study is provided in the summary list on page 15.   
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Context  
 

Reducing the energy used in buildings represents a significant portion of the demand side management 

strategy for both BC Hydro and FortisBC. BC Hydro’s PowerSmart and FortisBC’s Education and Outreach 

programs have targeted not only the technical aspects in buildings to save energy, but have also tapped 

into the significant opportunity for energy conservation through occupant behaviour. Recent research 

supports this investment: an analysis of 156 published empirical results from 1975 to 2012 of energy 

conservation behavioural change residential and commercial programs stated that, “on average, 

individuals in the experiments reduced their electricity consumption by 7.4%”1  

 

BC Hydro’s Workplace Conservation Awareness (WCA) program encourages more than 40 BC 

organizations to conserve energy through behavioural opportunities and work towards establishing a 

permanent culture of conservation within the organization.  Beginning with a pilot in 2007, and 

launching in 2009, the WCA program has now partnered with FortisBC and is looking to help clients 

answer “what’s next” for energy conservation in buildings. Most clients have tackled the typical office 

equipment of lights, computers and thermostats, and are now looking to see what other unique 

opportunities could be targeted for behavioural opportunities for electrical and natural gas 

conservation.  

 

                                                           
1 Delmas, M.A., Fischlein, M & Asensio, O. I. (2013). Information strategies and energy conservation behavior: A meta-analysis of experimental 

studies from 1975 to 2012. Energy Policy. Vol. 61, Pgs 729–739.  http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0301421513004643  

Examples of encouraging behavioural energy conservation: a  reminder prompt to turn off the 

compressed air in a lab  (left) and an opportunity for a new procedure to turn off lights when 

there is enough natural daylight (right). 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0301421513004643
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Objective  

Prism was engaged to conduct an opportunity assessment of one post-secondary institution to identify a 

list of feasible behavioural energy conservation opportunities for BC organizations, beyond the typical 

office setting.  The project team (BC Hydro, FortisBC and Prism Engineering) identified the UBC 

Vancouver campus as the most appropriate campus to evaluate the opportunities, given that the 

University employed an Energy Specialist, and a variety of building types were available for study.  

 

The objective of the opportunity assessment was to collect in-depth information from one organization 

in the post-secondary sector on occupant behavioural opportunities for electrical and natural gas energy 

savings, which can be then applied across similar building types in BC.  

 

 

Methodology  

To develop the list of new behavioural opportunities, Prism worked with UBC to identify the buildings 

and select interviewees to invite to participate in the study. Prism then interviewed participants, 

compiled a list of opportunities, and estimated the potential impact of the ideas. The following section 

outlines the methodology used to in each of these steps.   

Building Selection Process  

In the initial stages of the study planning process, Prism facilitated a meeting with the project team and 

UBC sustainability and engineering stakeholders to select the most appropriate buildings to participate 

in the study.  Buildings were assessed according to the following five factors:  

 

1. building type,  

2. existence of current Sustainability Coordinator (staff volunteer in the campus sustainability 

program),  

3. known energy consuming equipment,  

4. past participation in the WCA program,  

5. presence of a sub-meter.  

 

The table in Appendix 1 was created during a workshop with the project stakeholders at UBC. While 

many factors were discussed, it was deemed that the most important selection factors were the 

estimate of energy consuming equipment in the building, and the building type (see column headings in 

the table in Appendix 1). The resulting list contained too many buildings for the project scope, and 

stakeholders were asked to rank the buildings as either a Tier 1 or Tier 2 (column 1), based on their 

perceived importance of including particular building types in the study.  

 

To increase the likelihood of participation, an internal member of the UBC Sustainability team sent 

invitations to potential interviewees from the list of Tier 1 sites. Not all targeted buildings had a staff 
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person available to participate in the study and therefore the final list of participating buildings was as 

follows:   

1. Library 

2. Gym & Athletics  

3. Student Recreation Centre (Includes retail)  

4. Ice rink 

5. Stadium 

6. Aquatic Centre 

7. Computer Science 

8. Wood Workshop 

9. Museum 

10. Dentistry  

11. Student Residences  

12. Operations building 

13. Performance Theatre 

14. Food Services 

Note that the findings from a separate food services project conducted at SFU were included in the 

complete opportunities list, maintaining the building total at 14.  

Interviews and Compiling a List of Opportunities 

Prism conducted 14 interviews with UBC staff in the 13 different building types. Interviews with staff 

lasted between 30 to 60 minutes and focused on identifying behavioural energy savings from equipment 

and operational practices. The interviewer also made notes and observations to add to the suggestions 

from the staff interviewee.  See Appendix 2 for the questionnaire.  

 

Staff provided on average between 2 and 8 suggestions of energy saving behavioural opportunities in 

their building. Ideas and responses from the interviews were compiled in a spreadsheet. This list of 

suggestions is not exhaustive as the purpose of the study was to use the interview process to solicit 

suggestions from the users of that building. The list of opportunities is included in the summary table on 

page 15. 

Estimating Impact 

Prism quantified and/or estimated the potential savings of the opportunities based on the information 

from the interviewees, observations, and comparable equipment found through research. Note that 

natural gas and electrical energy are measured in different units. Throughout the report, the units have 

been converted to equivalent gigajoules (eGJ) or equivalent kilowatt hours (ekWh) to be able to 

compare the two.  For the estimates where there was missing information or the suggestion was not 

unique to that building type, the energy savings were ranked based on a best estimate of savings, using 

the following scale: 
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1. Low energy saving potential: 1,000 ekWh (3.6 eGJ) annual savings 

2. Medium energy savings potential: 5,000 ekWh (18 eGJ) annual savings 

3. High energy savings potential: 10,000+ ekWh (36+ eGJ) annual savings 

 

The intention of the calculations was not to provide exact figures for UBC equipment, but to provide an 

estimate of the potential magnitude of savings for any post-secondary institution.  As always, savings 

depends on the size of load, time in use and quantity. Where on one campus there might only be one 

unit with one hours’ worth of savings, another campus may have multiple units that can be shut down 

for many hours overnight. The list is a set of ideas for Post-Secondary institutions to consider in relation 

to their buildings, equipment and occupancy when selecting their new behaviour change campaign.  

 

 

Stadium Example: By adding multiple 

teams' jerseys together along with 

the towels, the equipment manager 

could save one dryer load a day, 

saving 12,456 ekWh/year. (Natural 

gas in this dryer’s case) 
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Results  

The results from the interview process and idea analysis demonstrate that there are significant 

opportunities for behaviour change initiatives in a variety of post-secondary building types.  This section 

provides study highlights and provides: two top-ten lists for energy saving opportunities, a list of 

opportunities by building type, and a summary of all 93 identified opportunities.  

Study Highlights 

 93 energy saving behaviours in 14 building types were suggested  

o 70 were electrical (652 eGJ) and 23 included natural gas (446 eGJ);  

 The estimated energy savings resulting from these 93 behaviours are more than 310,360 ekWh 

(or 1,117 eGJ);  

 Of these behaviours, 37 were quantifiable (27 electrical and 10 natural gas). 

 The remaining 56 behaviours were assigned a ‘low’, ‘medium’ or ‘high’ energy savings estimate, 

based on the scenario described by the interviewee.  

 For electricity, the estimated 180,980 kWh of behavioural savings would equate to 

approximately 1% of total annual electrical building energy usage in the case study buildings.  

o This is based on the average of five of the building’s annual electrical usage: Chan Centre 

(998,394 kWh), Frederic Laserre (396,740 kWh), Museum of Anthropology (2,827,540 

kWh), University Services Building (265,922 kWh), War Memorial Gymnasium (529,572 

kWh), averaging to 1,003,634 kWh, and applied to 14 buildings. If all electrical usage 

was provided for the 14 buildings, then more accurate estimate can be made.  

 

The following table summarizes all 93 behaviours including those based on calculated estimates, and 

those with generalized estimates of low, medium and high.  

 

Energy Source Count of 

opportunities 

Estimated annual energy savings  Breakdown of annual 

energy savings (%) ekWh eGJ 

Electricity 70 180,980 652 58% 

Natural Gas 18 109,138 393 35% 

Natural Gas & Electricity 5 20,243 73 7% 

Total 93 310,360 1,117 100% 

 

See the Summary list on page 15 for the full list of energy conservation behaviours in the post-secondary 

sector.  
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Figure 1: Summary of the results of behavioural opportunities in the post-secondary sector 
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Top Ten Opportunities by Energy Savings Estimates  

To identify the best opportunities of the 93 suggested by staff, Prism compiled two “Top Ten” sub-lists 

that highlight opportunities in two ways: 

1. largest potential energy savings  

2. largest potential energy savings taking feasibility of implementing the action into account.  

 

The following table outlines the top ten estimated results. The ideas are sorted by potential energy 

savings using equivalent kilowatt hours (ekWh) or equivalent gigajoules (eGJ) for both natural gas and 

electrical savings.   Basic assumptions about the energy saving calculation have been included in the 

description of the opportunity.    

 

# Opportunity  Estimated 

Annual Savings 

(ekWh/ eGJ)
 

Savings Type 

1 Residences- Stove Tops: By encouraging students to be more 

aware of cooking times and to cook together, reducing cooking 

time by 5 minutes per day per stove (616 stoves) can result in 

significant savings.  

*Assuming savings of 5 min per day, per stove,5 days/week with an 

average stove power rating of 1500 W. (1500 x 5 / 60 x 5 x 50 x 616 / 

1000 =19,250 )  

19,250 

ekWh  

(69.3 eGJ) 

Electrical 

2 Residences-Fridge & Freezers:  Setting the right temperature in 

the fridge can lead to 9.1% energy savings. 

*Assuming 33 W small fridge, 10% savings, 616 units (3 x 7 x 24 x 50 x 

616 / 1000 =15,523 ) 

15,523 

ekWh 

 (55.9 eGJ) 

Electrical 

3 Athletics- Showers: They currently take a long time to heat up so 

the players leave them running upon entering, until they leave 

the locker rooms. They can save 10 minutes per shower for 5 

showers a week during the school year, resulting in hot water 

savings. 

*Assuming 5 showers in 2 change rooms, 2.5 GPM flow rate 

showerheads, and assuming 440 BTU’s needed to heat 1 gallon of water 

15,000 

ekWh 

(54 eGJ) 

Natural Gas 

4 Athletics- Dryers: A better sensor would stop the dryers when 

the items become dry as opposed to a simple timer. This could 

contribute to 30 minutes of saved drying time per weekday. 

*Based on three 130,000 BTU Natural Gas dryers 

14,287 

ekWh 

(51.4 eGJ) 

Natural Gas 

5 Athletics- Dryers: Saving one load a day by combining multiple 

teams’ jerseys. 

*Based on one 425,500 BTU Natural Gas dryer, save 1 hour drying time 

twice per week 

12,456 

ekWh 

(44.8 eGJ) 

Natural Gas 
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# Opportunity  Estimated 

Annual Savings 

(ekWh/ eGJ)
 

Savings Type 

6 Dentistry- Chair side screens: Turning off screens during non-

operating hours (saving 100 hours per week). 

*Assuming 25 W screens on, 5W in idle or sleep, 144 screens in total 

during 36 weeks (20 x 100 x 36 x 144 / 1000 = 10,368 ) 

10,368 

ekWh 

(37.3 eGJ) 

Electrical 

7 Residences- Washing Machines: Using a cold water wash instead 

of hot water for every wash can lead to significant savings.  

*Based on 53 units, and a calculated savings of 185 kWh switching from 

hot to cold water washes.(53 x 185 = 9805) 

9,805 

ekWh 

(35.3 eGJ) 

Natural Gas 

8 Food Services Kitchen- Dishwasher: Scraping and wiping the 

dishes instead of pre-rising them can lead to saving 30 minutes of 

hot water per day. 

*Assuming 6 GPM hose faucet, and 410 BTU to heat up 1 gallon of 

water 

8,380 

ekWh 

(30.2 eGJ) 

Natural Gas 

9 Theatre- Dressing Room lights: It’s a current practice to always 

have a bright room for the performers. A change in procedure for 

security and stage managers to turn off these lights can lead to 

significant savings.  

*Based on 300 bulbs, 25 W each, saving 6 hours per day  (25 x 6 x 5 x 36 

x 300 / 1000 = 8,100 ) 

8,100 

ekWh 

(29.2 eGJ) 

Electrical 

10 Library- Patron computers: Approximately 90 computers are left 

on standby mode daily. Turning them off completely can lead to 

annual savings.  

*Assuming 25 W in standby mode to 0 W when turned off, saving 12 

hours per day, every day (25 x 12 x 7 x 36 x 90 / 1000 = 6804 ) 

6,804 

ekWh 

(24.5 eGJ) 

Electrical 
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Top Ten Opportunities Based on Low Barrier to Implement 

The following table outlines the top ten results, sorted by potential energy savings and the barriers to 

implementation. The following legend was used to identify the barriers relative to the other suggestions:  

1. Low barriers (no one needs to approve change, many people can do it)  

2. Medium barriers (one person to approve change) 

3. High barriers (costly changes, many levels of approval)  

 

 Opportunity  Barriers Estimated 

Annual 

Savings 

(ekWh/ eGJ) 

Savings 

Type 

1 Athletics- Dryers: A better sensor would stop the dryers 

when the items become dry as opposed to a simple timer. 

A procedure could also be in place to check back earlier. 

This could contribute to 30 minutes of saved drying time 

per weekday. 

*Based on one 425,500 BTU Natural Gas dryer, save 1 hour 

drying time twice per week 

Low 

barrier 

14,287 

ekWh 

(51.4 eGJ) 

Natural 

Gas 

2 Dentistry- Chair side screens: Turning off screens during 

non-operating hours (saving 100 hours per week).  

*assuming 25 W screens on, 5W in idle or sleep, 144 screens in 

total 

Low 

barrier 

10,368 

ekWh 

(37.3 eGJ) 

Electrical 

3 Kitchen- Dishwasher: Scraping and wiping the dishes 

instead of pre-rising them can lead to saving 30 minutes of 

hot water per day. 

*assuming 6 GPM hose faucet, and 410 BTU to heat up 1 gallon 

of water 

Low 

barrier 

8,380 

ekWh 

(30.2 eGJ) 

Natural 

Gas 

4 Theatre- Dressing Room lights: It’s a current practice to 

always have a bright room for the performers. A change in 

procedure can lead to significant savings.  

* Based on 300 bulbs, 25 W each, saving 6 hours per day   

Low 

barrier 

8,100 

ekWh  

(29.2 eGJ) 

Electrical 

5 Library- Patron computers: Approximately 90 computers 

are left on standby mode daily. Turning them off 

completely can lead to annual savings.  

*assuming 25 W in standby mode to 0 W when turned off, 

saving 12 hours per day, every day  

Low 

barrier 

6,804 

ekWh  

(24.5 eGJ) 

Electrical 

6 Athletics- Dryer: Dry the loads back-to-back to save 5 

minutes drying time per load from the pre-heated drum. 

*Assuming 2 loads per day, three 130,000 BTU dryers 

Low 

barrier 

6,667 

ekWh 

 (24.0 eGJ) 

Natural 

Gas 

7 Library- TV Screens in the lobby: Turning off the 

informational signage could save 12 hours per TV.  

*Based on four 50” TV’s each using 260 W 

Low 

barrier 

4,368 

ekWh  

(15.7 eGJ) 

Electrical 
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 Opportunity  Barriers Estimated 

Annual 

Savings 

(ekWh/ eGJ) 

Savings 

Type 

8 Food Services- Hot Water: Defrost frozen meats and food 

in the fridge the day before instead of running hot water 

over the item. This can lead to saving 20 minutes of hot 

water per day.  

*Based on 4 GPM hot water, assuming 410 BTU’s to heat one 

gallon of water 

Low 

barrier 

3,724 

ekWh  

(13.4 eGJ) 

Electrical 

9 Theatre- TV Screens in the lobby: Turning off the monitors 

and TVs could have 12 hours per day. 

*Based on saving 25 W for 15 units, 18 hours per day. 

Low 

barrier 

1,701 

ekWh  

(6.1 eGJ) 

Electrical 

10 Athletics- Scoreboard: Turning off the scoreboard 

between games can save 18 hours a day of energy.  

*Assuming a 350 W scoreboard 

Low 

barrier 

1,588 

ekWh  

(5.7 eGJ) 

Electrical 
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Top Opportunity by Building Type 

The following table outlines the top opportunity found in a specific building type. It includes 

opportunities and their estimated energy savings.  As described in the “Estimating Impact” section, for 

the estimates where there was missing information or the suggestion was not unique to that building 

type, the energy savings were ranked based on a best estimate of savings, using the following scale: 

1. Low energy saving potential: 1,000 ekWh (3.6 eGJ) annual savings 

2. Medium energy savings potential: 5,000 ekWh (18 eGJ) annual savings 

3. High energy savings potential: 10,000+ ekWh (36+ eGJ) annual savings 

 

 

 Building 

Type 

Opportunity  Estimated 

Annual Savings 

(ekWh/ eGJ) 

Savings 

Type 

1 Aquatic 

Centre 

Turn off main pool area lights to take advantage of day 

lighting during operating hours *50-60 lights [high 

pressure sodium lighting] turned off for multiple hours a 

day during bright days 

“Medium” 

(5,000 

ekWh/ 18 

eGJ) 

Electrical 

2 Museum Ensure that all TV screens are turned off at the end of 

the day 

*6+ large (50 inches or more) TVs  turned off overnight 

“Low”  

(1,000 

ekWh/ 3.6 

eGJ) 

Electrical 

3 Ice Skating 

Arena 

A better sensor would stop the dryers when the items 

become dry as opposed to a simple timer. A procedure 

could also be in place to check back earlier. This could 

contribute to 30 minutes of saved drying time per 

weekday. 

*Based on one 425,500 BTU Natural Gas dryer, save 1 hour 

drying time twice per week 

14,287 

ekWh 

 (51.4 eGJ) 

Natural 

Gas 

4 Workout 

Gym 

Treadmills could be turned off when not in use (they 

would require a powerbar to make the switch more 

accessible). This could result in an average savings of 1 

hour per day.  

*16 treadmills turned off for 1 hour per day 

“Low”  

(1,000 

ekWh/ 3.6 

eGJ) 

Electrical 

5 Team 

Sports 

Gym 

Scoreboard could be turned off between games.  

* The 350W scoreboard could be turned off for 18 hours 

per day for the school year 

1,588 ekWh  

(5.7 eGJ) 
Electrical 

6 Theatre Dressing room lighting could be turned off during non-

operating hours.  

*300 lights at 25 W with 30 hours savings per week 

8,100 ekWh 

(29.2 eGJ) 
Electrical 
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 Building 

Type 

Opportunity  Estimated 

Annual Savings 

(ekWh/ eGJ) 

Savings 

Type 

7 Computer 

Science 

Server rooms can be kept at a slightly higher 

temperature, saving on cooling costs 

“Medium” 

(5,000 

ekWh/ 18 

eGJ) 

Electrical 

8 Dentistry Turning off chair-side screens during non-operating 

hours (saving 100 hours per week).  

*assuming 25 W screens on, 5W in idle or sleep, 144 screens in 

total 

10,368 

ekWh (37.3 

eGJ) 

Electrical 

9 Food 

Services 

Redesign the menu to reduce the use of the grill, 

including raw foods and salads  

“High” 

(10,000 

ekWh/ 36 

eGJ) 

Natural 

Gas 

10 Library Patron computers can be shut down as a part of closing 

procedures 

*Assuming approx. 90 computers, 25 W on standby for 12 

hours during school periods 

6,804 ekWh 

(24.5 eGJ) 
Electrical 

11 Operations The bay doors can be closed when the heating is turned 

on.  

 

“Medium” 

(5000 ekWh/ 

18 eGJ) 

Electrical 

12 Sports 

Stadium  

Adding multiple teams' jerseys together along with the 

towels could save one washing machine load a day. 

*Assuming 2 hours a week savings on a 425,000 BTU/hr 

washing machine 

12,456 

ekWh 

(44.8 eGJ) 

Natural 

Gas 

13 Woodshop Use the dust extractor only when machines are in use. 

*An estimated 10,532W could be saved for 1 hour per week for 

the school year 

379 ekWh 

(1.4 eGJ) 
Electricity 

14 Residences Setting the fridge and freezer at the correct setting could 

save up to 10% of energy usage.  

*Assuming 616 units using 30 watts while idle 

15,523 

ekWh 

(55.9 eGJ) 

Electrical 
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Summary of 93 Opportunities 

The following table contains all of the opportunities for behavioural energy conservation. For the 

estimates where there was missing information or the suggestion was not unique to that building type, 

the energy savings were ranked based on a best estimate of savings, using the following scale: 

1. Low energy saving potential: 1,000 ekWh (3.6 eGJ) annual savings 

2. Medium energy savings potential: 5,000 ekWh (18 eGJ) annual savings 

3. High energy savings potential: 10,000+ ekWh (36+ eGJ) annual savings 

These opportunities are indicated with a star in the table below. 

 

 # 
Building 
Type 

Opportunity  Energy Type 
Electricity 

(ekWh) 

Natural 
Gas 

(ekWh) 

Elec & 
Nat gas 
(ekWh) 

1 
Sports 
Stadium 

Washing machine: washing right after practice 
could eliminate doing a second wash of white 
uniforms 

Electricity 537 0 0 

2 
Sports 
Stadium 

Dryer: Adding multiple team’s jerseys together 
along with towels could save a load a day 

Natural Gas 0 12456 0 

3 
Sports 
Stadium 

Drying loads back to back can save 5 minutes of 
heat up time 

Natural Gas 0 5000* 0 

4 
Sports 
Stadium 

Showers are left on through the team’s entire 
time in the locker room, shorter showers will 
save hot water 

Natural Gas 0 15000 0 

5 
Sports 
Stadium 

Stadium Lighting: the lights could be turned off 
when practices are done before 11pm  

Electricity 5400 0 0 

6 
Sports 
Stadium 

Dry sports equipment with a small heater, or a 
specialised bag, instead of heating the entire 
room 

Electricity & 
Natural Gas 

0 0 243 

7 Dentistry Turn down setpoints when occupancy is low 
Electricity & 
Natural Gas 

0 0 5000* 

8 Dentistry Turn off chair-side screens when clinic is closed Electricity 10368 0 0 

9 Residences 
Set the fridge and the freezer to the optimal 
temperature settings & clean and defrost 
regularly 

Electricity 15523 0 0 

10 Residences 
Encouraging students to cook together, and clean 
the stoves more regularly can improve 
performance 

Electricity 19250 0 0 

11 Residences 
Washing machine: Encourage students to use 
cold water and efficient settings, while doing 
fuller loads 

Electricity 9805 0 0 

12 Residences 
Lap tops: unplug chargers when they are not in 
use 

Electricity 1000* 0 0 

13 Residences 
Turn down the thermostat when the room is not 
in use 

Natural Gas 0 10000* 0 

14 
Aquatic 
Centre 

In the classroom, turn off lights when room is not 
in use 

Electricity 972 0 0 

15 
Aquatic 
Centre 

In the pool area, turn off overhead lights when 
natural lighting is sufficient 

Electricity 5000* 0 0 
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 # 
Building 
Type 

Opportunity  Energy Type 
Electricity 

(ekWh) 

Natural 
Gas 

(ekWh) 

Elec & 
Nat gas 
(ekWh) 

16 
Aquatic 
Centre 

In the pool area, turning off selected banks of 
lights would provide enough light for operations 

Electricity 5000* 0 0 

17 
Aquatic 
Centre 

Turn off the pool (or lagoon, or hot tub) jets 
when usage is low 

Electricity 5000* 0 0 

18 
Aquatic 
Centre 

Washing machine: Encourage staff to use cold 
water and efficient settings, while doing fuller 
loads 

Electricity 950 0 0 

19 
Aquatic 
Centre 

Turn off the retail/admin/cash computers at the 
end of the day 

Electricity 1260 0 0 

20 Theatre 
Second floor lighting can be turned off during 
most times other than show times 

Electricity 756 0 0 

21 Theatre 
TV monitors for signage and the computers 
running them can be turned off during non-event 
hours 

Electricity 1701 0 0 

22 Theatre 
Program the lighting dimmers to allow for more 
energy efficient settings 

Electricity 4120 0 0 

23 Theatre 
Turn off the dressing room lights during non-
show hours 

Electricity 8100 0 0 

24 Theatre 
Turn off the walkie-talkie charger stations when 
the units have all been charged 

Electricity 1000* 0 0 

25 Theatre Close front doors when heating is turned on Electricity 5000* 0 0 

26 
Computer 
Science 

Reduce the number of lab computers to meet the 
needs of the students brining their own 
equipment 

Electricity 177 0 0 

27 
Computer 
Science 

Create a recommended list of computer power 
settings 

Electricity 1000* 0 0 

28 
Computer 
Science 

Set CPU to power save mode during non-peak 
hours 

Electricity 2885 0 0 

29 
Computer 
Science 

Keep server rooms at a slightly higher 
temperature 

Natural Gas 0 5000* 0 

30 Woodshop 
Turn on Dust collector only during operating 
hours, and if students use the space after hours, 
install a switch to turn it on 

Electricity 379 0 0 

31 
Ice Skating 
Arena 

Washing machine: through mixing teams' jerseys 
and coordinating washes with the end of 
practices, it is feasible to reduce one wash per 
week 

Electricity 360 0 0 

32 
Ice Skating 
Arena 

 A procedure could be put in place to check the 
dryers earlier, to see if the contents are dry. This 
could save 30 minutes per day of drying time. 

Natural Gas 0 14287 0 

33 
Ice Skating 
Arena 

For the Zamboni, prevent hot water overflow by 
monitoring the fill up 

Natural Gas 0 672 0 

34 
Ice Skating 
Arena 

Create a dimmer setting for regular hockey 
games as opposed to televised games 

Electricity 5000* 0 0 

35 
Ice Skating 
Arena 

Better scheduling and signage in the lockers 
rooms for the thermostats to indicate 
recommended setting 

Natural Gas 
& Electricity 

0 0 5000* 

36 
Ice Skating 
Arena 

Install a meter to monitor the energy usage of the 
food trucks using building energy 

Electricity 1000* 0 0 

37 
Ice Skating 
Arena 

Dry loads back to back to save 5 minutes drying 
time per load 

Natural Gas 0 6667 0 
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 # 
Building 
Type 

Opportunity  Energy Type 
Electricity 

(ekWh) 

Natural 
Gas 

(ekWh) 

Elec & 
Nat gas 
(ekWh) 

38 
Workout 
Gym 

Turn off lights in gym when not in use Electricity 1000* 0 0 

39 
Workout 
Gym 

Turn off stereo in yoga/dance studio after each 
class instead of leaving it on standby 

Electricity 53 0 0 

40 
Workout 
Gym 

Turn off the retail computers at the end of the 
day 

Electricity 90 0 0 

41 
Workout 
Gym 

Schedule events in the large gym so that the use 
of the motorized dividers is minimized 

Electricity 1000* 0 0 

42 
Workout 
Gym 

Install a powerbar so that each treadmill could be 
turned off after use  

Electricity 1000* 0 0 

43 
Workout 
Gym 

Create a ‘home’ for the remotes and encourage 
users to turn off TVs when they are done 

Electricity 500 0 0 

44 
Workout 
Gym 

Encourage teachers to turn off lights in the spin 
classes or aerobics classes 

Electricity 1000* 0 0 

45 
Team Sports 
Gym 

In coaches offices, turn off TVs after use Electricity 1000* 0 0 

46 
Team Sports 
Gym 

Use the manual patient beds instead of the 
electric assist for patient treatment beds when 
possible 

Electricity 1000* 0 0 

47 
Team Sports 
Gym 

Turn off portable and stationary fans in the 
lockers rooms when last to leave 

Electricity 1000* 0 0 

48 
Team Sports 
Gym 

Security can unplug or turn off advertising 
signage during closed hours 

Electricity 269 0 0 

49 
Team Sports 
Gym 

Unplug unused deep freezer Electricity 680 0 0 

50 
Team Sports 
Gym 

Ensure to turn off Score Board after each game  Electricity 1588 0 0 

51 
Team Sports 
Gym 

Encourage the players and therapists to use the 
appropriate sized cold tub (ie, one person in the 
small tub, and only multiple people in the larger 
tub).  

Electricity 5000* 0 0 

52 Operations 
The carpentry dust extraction system could be 
tied to equipment usage as opposed to operating 
hours.  

Electricity 5000* 0 0 

53 Operations 
The metal shop dust extraction system could be 
tied to equipment usage as opposed to operating 
hours. 

Electricity 1000* 0 0 

54 Operations 
The bay doors have a sensor which turns off 
heating when the doors are open 

Electricity 5000* 0 0 

55 Library 
Turn off table top task lamps, additional signage 
could be used here 

Electricity 1000* 0 0 

56 Library Turn off shared computers at the end of the day Electricity 6804 0 0 

57 Library 
Ensure that projectors and equipment are turned 
off in meetings room, as opposed to standby 

Electricity 1000* 0 0 

58 Library 
Turn off the TV informational screens at the end 
of the day 

Electricity 4368 0 0 

59 Library 
Use the magnet instead of the electronic de-
magnetizer whenever possible 

Electricity 84 0 0 

60 
Museum 
(Research) 

Turn off vacuum pumps when testing or 
experiments are not running 

Electricity 1000* 0 0 

61 
Museum 
(Research) 

Turn off mass spectrometer  when testing or 
experiments are not running 

Electricity 1000* 0 0 

62 
Museum 
(Research) 

Turn off elemental analyzers  when testing or 
experiments are not running 

Electricity 1000* 0 0 
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 # 
Building 
Type 

Opportunity  Energy Type 
Electricity 

(ekWh) 

Natural 
Gas 

(ekWh) 

Elec & 
Nat gas 
(ekWh) 

63 
Museum 
(Research) 

Turn off freeze dryer when testing or 
experiments are not running 

Electricity 1000* 0 0 

64 
Museum 
(Research) 

Turn off fumehood when testing or experiments 
are not running 

Electricity 1000* 0 0 

65 
Museum 
(Research) 

Turn off compressed air is turned off on the 
weekend 

Electricity 1000* 0 0 

66 Museum 
Turn off TV display screens and projectors during 
non-operating hours  

Electricity 1000* 0 0 

67 
Food 
Services 

Defrost frozen meat in fridge instead of running 
under hot water  

Natural Gas 0 3724 0 

68 
Food 
Services 

Scrape off dishes instead of pre-washing them to 
save hot water 

Natural Gas 0 8380 0 

69 
Food 
Services 

Turn down or off cooking griddles during non-
peak hours 

Natural Gas 0 3956 0 

70 
Food 
Services 

Turn off ovens before close, when no longer 
needed 

Natural Gas 0 1465 0 

71 
Food 
Services 

Wait until dish racks are full before putting into 
dishwasher 

Natural Gas 0 530 0 

72 
Food 
Services 

Close the fridge doors tightly  Electricity 1000* 0 0 

73 
Food 
Services 

Turn off induction countertops Electricity 1000* 0 0 

74 
Food 
Services 

Turn off waffle iron  Electricity 1000* 0 0 

75 
Food 
Services 

Turn off panini grill Electricity 1000* 0 0 

76 
Food 
Services 

Turn conveyor toaster to standby, or off  Electricity 1000* 0 0 

77 
Food 
Services 

Turn off one of the oatmeal/ hot cereal wells Electricity 1000* 0 0 

78 
Food 
Services 

Turn off one of the soup wells Electricity 1000* 0 0 

79 
Food 
Services 

Turn down temperature in soup wells Electricity 1000* 0 0 

80 
Food 
Services 

Turn down pizza oven temperature  Natural Gas 0 5000* 0 

81 
Food 
Services 

Delay start time of pizza oven, or turn off before 
close  

Natural Gas 0 5000* 0 

82 
Food 
Services 

Design menu items to reduce the use of the grill 
& griddle 

Natural Gas 0 10000* 0 

83 
Food 
Services 

Turn off one of the convection ovens in a double 
unit 

Natural Gas 
& Electricity 

0 0 5000* 

84 
Food 
Services 

Delay start time of convection oven, or turn off 
before close 

Natural Gas 
& Electricity 

0 0 5000* 

85 
Food 
Services 

Turn off food warmers in the back and move to 
front 

Electricity 5000* 0 0 

86 
Food 
Services 

Turn off lights in walk-in fridge and freezer Electricity 1000* 0 0 

87 
Food 
Services 

Turn off display fridge lights Electricity 1000* 0 0 

88 
Food 
Services 

Turn off additional cash register monitors Electricity 1000* 0 0 

89 
Food 
Services 

Turn off TV monitors when dining area empty Electricity 1000* 0 0 
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 # 
Building 
Type 

Opportunity  Energy Type 
Electricity 

(ekWh) 

Natural 
Gas 

(ekWh) 

Elec & 
Nat gas 
(ekWh) 

90 
Food 
Services 

Turn off TV display screens at the end of the day Electricity 1000* 0 0 

91 
Food 
Services 

Dim or turn off banks of lights when natural 
daylight is sufficient 

Electricity 5000* 0 0 

92 
Food 
Services 

Only use electronic door opener if necessary  Natural Gas 0 1000* 0 

93 
Food 
Services 

Turn off charbroiler during off peak hours Natural Gas 0 1000* 0 

 
TOTAL 

 
ekWh 180,979 109,137 20,243 

 TOTAL  eGJ 652 73 393 
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Recommendations, Next Steps + Conclusion  

This study has shown that there are many opportunities beyond the typical office and laboratory 

settings for energy conservation through behavior changes, both in terms of natural gas and electricity.  

Limitations 

For natural gas, there are many more opportunities when it comes to building and space heating, which 

are more difficult to quantify at the high level scope of this study. A more detailed analysis would be 

needed to estimate energy savings for specific scenarios when the thermostat settings are adjusted 

and/or procedures to keep doors and windows open or shut at appropriate times are implemented. 

 

The energy savings estimates were carried out at a high level without actual measurements or detailed 

calculations.  The values presented in this report should be considered within this context. 

Recommendations 

Opportunities by Department 

One key area for behavioural energy savings apparent in this study is Athletics. Taking a targeted 

approach at athletics facilities could lead to significant energy savings. Also, given that the different 

athletics buildings are often managed in one department (both at higher education campuses and at 

municipalities), these buildings lend themselves to community-based social marketing techniques.  

 

A further department with significant natural gas an electrical behavioural energy savings is food 

services. Many buildings have a small to large food services operation, and the energy conservation 

campaign could be the opportunity to build bridges between staff and raise awareness of their impact 

on energy usage.  

 

Equipment Based Campaigns  

Looking at the specific pieces of unique equipment, a number of high energy using equipment could 

warrant their own targeted programs, such as: high volume washers and dryers, server rooms, and dust 

extractors. A ‘commissioning’ or tune-up program for these pieces of equipment could set the course for 

standard operating procedures which would continually reduce energy usage.  

 

Potential Impact 

This report identified estimates of energy savings by building type. A suggested next step would be to 

identify the amount of energy use in a building that can be impacted by occupants in the building, to 

calculate the percent savings for these loads, and to then determine the overall impact on energy use.  

For example, if the energy use in a building that occupants have control over is 20% and savings of 10% 

are feasible, the overall savings from occupants would be 2% of the building energy use.  If this could be 

identified by building type, these high level estimates could be used for forecasting. 
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Next Steps: Putting the Report into Practice  

This report should hopefully have sparked ideas of buildings or specific pieces of equipment to further 

investigate. The following are a series of steps to follow to turn the ideas into energy savings.  

 

Community based social marketing (CBSM) is a “brand” of social marketing that emphasizes direct 

contact between people at the community level.  It offers a systematic approach to behaviour change 

where key target behaviours are identified based on an assessment of opportunities. Peer-to-peer 

contact provides an opportunity for energy champion staff members to act as leaders and model energy 

conservation behaviour to their peers.  Learn more about CBSM from Doug Mackenzie-Mohr here , or 

social marketing from Nancy Lee here.     

 

From Ideas to a Campaign 

 

1. Assemble your Stakeholders:  

Working with a new building or department means new relationships need to be formed. Write an 

introduction email and start at the top of the chain or middle management to gain permission to 

work with the building members. In that letter, clearly outline the “ask” in terms of hours that it will 

take to evaluate the energy savings potential of that building. Don’t hesitate to pick up the phone to 

further clarify.  

 

2. Investigate the Area and Interview End-Users: 

If you can, conduct interviews with the end users of the equipment first to gain a better 

understanding of how and when it is used. When you assemble the stakeholders, ensure that at 

least one end-user is in the room. At your initial meeting, review the list of suggested behaviours 

and try to determine those with the highest potential.  

 

Decision criteria can be used to narrow down the behaviours. It’s always best to be working on as 

few behaviours as possible at one time. Use the criteria of: impact (the energy savings impact), 

reach (the number of people the campaign will reach), and penetration (the potential for more 

people to change their behaviour, ie, how many people are already doing this, and can more do it?). 

If a behaviour scores high on all three elements, you have a winner.  

 

3. Gain Agreement and Select the Strategy:   

Gain agreement with what you have selected, and discuss strategies to promote this behaviour. In 

order to select a strategy it’s best to think through the barriers for people to do that behaviour and 

the benefits for making a change. Strategies might include prompts, incentives, commitments and a 

variety of communication strategies to deliver the message and change social norms in the target 

group.   

 

 

 

http://www.cbsm.com/pages/guide/preface/
http://www.socialmarketingservice.com/site/assets/files/1015/socmkta-4.jpg
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4. Implement the Campaign and Measure Results  

Work with your communications team, or an external consultant to develop the communications 

materials and the campaign plan, and execute! Ensure that you have selected feasible measurement 

criteria and have allotted the person-power to collect survey results, conduct observations or read 

energy meters.  

 

5. Evaluate and Celebrate  

Once the campaign is complete, collect information from formal or informal interviews for future 

campaign iterations, and remember to celebrate all successes, large and small.  

 

Conclusion 

The intention for this study is to be a launching point for further discussion and analysis at a given site. 

No two buildings are alike, and what might be a significant opportunity in one building might have a very 

small impact in another. This study asks ‘what new behaviour change opportunities are available in a 

post-secondary setting?’ and shows the impact these new ideas could have on one sample campus.  The 

hope is these ideas will spark a series of new energy conservation behaviour change initiatives based on 

the ideas presented in this report.  
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Appendix 1: Selection of Building Types 

The table in Appendix 1 was created during a workshop with the project stakeholders at UBC. While 

many factors were discussed, it was deemed that the most important selection factors was the estimate 

of energy consuming equipment in the building, and the building type (see  column headings in the table 

in Appendix 1). The resulting list contained too many buildings for the project scope, and stakeholders 

were asked to rank the buildings as either a Tier 1 or Tier 2 (column 1), based on their perceived 

importance of including particular building types in the study. The final Tier 1 list contains at least one 

example of the most important building types, as determined in this workshop.  

 

   Total Interviewees (FINAL): 

Tier 1 14 
 

* Energy Using Equipment - Scale used: 1=Mostly offices; 2=Some energy using equipment; 3= Many 

pieces of energy using equipment 

 

Invited 
to 
interview 

Building 
Energy using 
equipment* 

(1,2,3) 
Building Type 

1 Institute for Computing (ICICS/CS) 3 Computer Lab 

1 University Services Building 3 Operations Trades 

1 Chan Centre 3 Theatre 

1 J.B. MacDonald 3 Dentistry 

1 Leon and Thea Koerner University Centre 3 Food Services 

1 Keorner Library 2 Library 

1 Student Union Building 3 Food Services 

1 Student Recreation Building 3 Gym 

1 Aquatic Centre   Pool 

1 War Memorial Gymnasium 3 Gym 

1 Stadium   Stadium 

1 Frederic Lasserre 2 Theatre 

1 
Museum of Anthropology, Beatty Biodiversity Museum or 
Belkin Art Gallery     

1 Residences     

1 UBC Thunderbird Arena   Ice rink 

 Life Sciences Centre 3 Labs 

 Forest Sciences Centre 3 Processing (industrial) 

 Brimacombe (Quantem physics) 3 Labs 

 Biological Sciences (Research Centre)  3 Library 

 Kenny 2 Labs 

 Osborne Centre Unit 2 3 Gym 

 Frederic Wood     

 Allard Hall (Law school, computer labs) 2 Computer Lab 

  Chemistry (D Block)  3 Labs 

  MacMillan 1 Food Services 

  Michael Smith Laboratories 3 Labs 

  Chemistry Physics 3 Labs 

  Earth and Ocean Sciences 3 Labs 

  Athletic centre   Ice Rink  

  Klinck (IT building) 2 IT (incl large printers) 

  Geography 2 IT (incl large printers) 
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  Chemistry (E Block)  3 Labs 

  Chemistry South (B Block) 3 Labs 

  Chemical and Biological Engineering Building 2 Labs 

  School of Population & Public Health 2 Labs 

  Food, Nutrition and Health 2 Labs 

  Civil and Mechanical Engineering 2 Labs 

  Chemistry (C Block)  3 Labs 

  D.H. Copp (Med Sci A) 2 Labs 

  Friedman Building (Med Sci B) 2 Labs 

  CEME Labs (rusty hut) 2 Labs 

  Medical Sciences Block C 3 Labs 

  Irving K Barber Learning Centre 2 Library 

  Neville Scarfe 1 Library 

  Asian Centre 1 Library 

  Instructional Resource Centre 1 Library 

  Woodward (Instructional Resources Centre-IRC) 1 Library 

  Music 2 Music 

  Pharmacy Building 3 Labs 

  Acute Care Unit  -   

  Auditorium & Auditorium Annex 1   

  BC Binning Studio -   

  Brock Hall Annex 1   

  Centre for Interactive Research on Sustainability 1   

  Hugh Dempster Pavillion -   

  Theatre-Film Production Building  ?   

  Dorothy Somerset Studio ?   

  Henry Angus (business) 1   

  David Strangway 1   

  Institute for Computing (ICICS/CS)- X wing     

  Henry Angus/ David Lam     

  HR MacMillan     

  Frank Forward ?   

  Buchanan A,B& C 1   

  Hennings (Physics & Astronomy) ?   

  Buchanan D&E 1   

  Mathematics 1   

  Lower Mall Research Station ?   

  MacLeod ?   

  Buchanan Tower 1   

  Wesbrook ?   

  Pulp & Paper Centre 1   

  Aquatic Ecosystems Research Laboratory 1   

  Anthropology and Sociology 1   

  Jack Bell Building for the School of Social Work 1   

  West Mall Swing Space 1   

  Hebb ?   

  George Cunningham     

  GSAB (General Services Administration Building)  -   
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Appendix 2: Questionnaire  

Questionnaire for Interviewer  

 
Pre-amble: Thank you for making the time to be a part of this study. UBC’s Campus and Community 

Planning and Energy and Water Services, BC Hydro and Fortis BC would like to better understand unique 

areas of energy conservation through changing behaviours. My company, Prism Engineering, has been 

working with BC Hydro on conservation and awareness programs for close to 8 years, and are 

conducting the study for the team. The purpose of the conversation is to gather ideas for energy 

conservation in new environments on campus. UBC Sustainability will assess and help set priorities, but 

not all ideas will be implemented. The report will be made available to all post-secondary institutions in 

BC and the public.  

 

Your name will not be used in the report, but your department and building name will be used  

[is that ok?] 

 

We’ll start by asking a few questions, then we’ll make a list of equipment and opportunities, and then 

finish by doing a tour of specific equipment.  

 

Name 

 

 

 

Title 

 

 

 

Building Name  

 

 

 

Department 

 

 

 

1. What are the hours of operation of your department and/or building? 
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2. Who are the groups of users in the building? 

 

 

 

3. What do people do in their daily work to save energy in your department and/or building?  

 

 

 

 

4. What are actions you think your colleagues [or staff in X unit or employees] could take to save 

energy? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Next, we’ll make a list of the energy using equipment in your area. Let’s look at an example. If there’s 

too many that come to mind, let’s think about the ones with the highest energy use. We could walk 

around to get your thoughts going.  

5. What energy using equipment is used in your department and building, and where is it located? 

a. What is its purpose?  

6. How is this piece of equipment used? And how often (hours/ day or week)? 

7. Do you think there is an opportunity to conserve with this equipment? If so, how? (how many hours 

would it reduce) 

8. How many people can do this action (ex: turn it off)? 

9. Are there barriers preventing people from doing this action?  

10. What would motivate people to take this action? 

11. How many of these units are in the building? 

Now that we’ve completed this table, could we go see the piece of equipment you think has the best 

opportunity for conservation? [Ask if they can demonstrate the equipment, or for permission to stay/ 

or return to observe, and if a photo would be permitted] 

   


